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HAMPSHIRE MINERALS AND WASTE CORE STRATEGY (ADOPTED 2007)
Policy DC3 – Impact on Landscape and Townscape
Minerals and waste development will only be permitted if due regard is given to the likely visual impact
of the proposed development and its impact on, and the need to maintain and enhance, the distinctive
character of the landscape or townscape. If necessary, additional design, landscaping, planting and
screening, including planting in advance of the commencement of the development, should be
proposed.
DC4 – Historic Heritage
Minerals and waste development will be granted if due regard is given to the likely effects on the need
to protect and safeguard sites of archaeological, historical, and architectural importance, and the
settings of these sites.
DC6 – Highways
Major mineral extractions, landfills and ‘strategic’ recycling, aggregate processing and recovery and
treatment facilities, will be permitted provided they have a suitable access to and/or route to the
minerals and waste lorry route as illustrated on the Key Diagram.
In all cases, minerals and waste development will only be permitted if it pays due regard to the likely
volume and nature of traffic that would be generated by the proposal and the suitability of the
proposed access to the site and of the road network that would be affected. Consideration should be
given to highways capacity, road and pedestrian safety, congestion and environmental impact, and
whether any highway improvements are required and whether these could be carried out satisfactorily
without causing unacceptable environmental impacts.
DC7 – Biodiversity
Minerals and waste developments will only be permitted if due regard is given to the likely effects of
the proposed development on biodiversity and, where possible, proposals should conserve and enhance
biodiversity.
Development likely to adversely impact upon ‘regionally or locally designated sites or protected species’
– designated in adopted Local Plans or Local Development Frameworks – (including Site of
Importance for Nature Conservation (SINCs), Species of Principal Importance for Biodiversity,
Regionally Important Geological Sites and Local Nature Reserves) shall only be permitted if the merits
of development outweigh the likely impact.
DC8 – Pollution, health, quality of life and amenity
Minerals and waste development will only be permitted if due regard is given to the pollution and
amenity impacts on the residents and users of the locality and there is unlikely to be an unacceptable
impact on health and/or the quality of life of occupants of nearby dwellings and other sensitive
properties. Where necessary minerals and waste developments should include mitigation measures,
such as buffer zones between the site and such properties.
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DC13 – Waste Management and Recycling (including Aggregate Recycling Facilities)
Waste management developments (excluding landfill) will be permitted provided that the site:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

Is identified as a site, or within an area suitable for waste management uses, in the
Hampshire Waste Management Plan or Minerals Plans, or
Re-uses/redevelops previously developed land and/or redundant agricultural and forestry
buildings (including their curtilages), or
Is within a planned area of large-scale development, or
Is on employment land, preferably co-located with complementary activities, and
Has good access to, the minerals and waste lorry route as shown on the Key Diagram, and
where possible, the site enables the use of water-borne and rail freight, and
In the case of recovery and treatment sites, incoming waste shall be subject to pretreatment, either on or off site to maximise the potential for recycling, and where
technically possible, energy will be generated and used and the by-products, including heat,
will be reused or recycled, and
In the case of sites providing public access, the site shall be accessible for use by disabled
people.

NATIONAL PLANING POLICY FRAMEWORK ( March 2012)
5. This Framework does not contain specific waste policies, since national waste planning policy will be
published as part of the National Waste Management Plan for England. However, local authorities
preparing waste plans and taking decisions on waste applications should have regard to policies in this
Framework so far as relevant.
2. The National Planning Policy Framework is a material consideration in planning decisions. Planning
policies and decisions must reflect and where appropriate promote relevant EU obligations and
statutory requirements.
10. Plans and decisions need to take local circumstances into account, so that they respond to the
different opportunities for achieving sustainable development in different areas.
THE PRESUMPTION IN FAVOUR OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
14. At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework is a presumption in favour of sustainable
development, which should be seen as a golden thread running through both plan-making and
decision-taking.
For decision-taking this means:10
●● approving development proposals that accord with the development plan
without delay; and
●● where the development plan is absent, silent or relevant policies are out of date, granting
permission unless:
–– any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably
outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole; or
–– specific policies in this Framework indicate development should be restricted.9
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SECTION 7 REQUIRING GOOD DESIGN
63. In determining applications, great weight should be given to outstanding or innovative designs
which help raise the standard of design more generally in the area.
64. Permission should be refused for development of poor design that fails to take the opportunities
available for improving the character and quality of an area and the way it functions.
SECTION 9. PROTECTING GREEN BELT LAND
79. The Government attaches great importance to Green Belts. The fundamental aim of Green Belt
policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open; the essential characteristics of
Green Belts are their openness and their permanence.
88. When considering any planning application, local planning authorities should ensure that substantial
weight is given to any harm to the Green Belt. ‘Very special circumstances’ will not exist unless the
potential harm to the Green Belt by reason of inappropriateness, and any other harm, is clearly
outweighed by other considerations.
89. A local planning authority should regard the construction of new buildings as inappropriate in
Green Belt. Exceptions to this include:
●● buildings for agriculture and forestry;; or
●● the partial or complete redevelopment of previously
developed sites (Brownfield land), whether redundant or in continuing use (excluding temporary
buildings), which would not have a greater impact on the openness of the Green Belt and the purpose
of including land within it than the existing development.
91. When located in the Green Belt, elements of many renewable energy projects will comprise
inappropriate development. In such cases developers will need to demonstrate very special
circumstances if projects are to proceed. Such very special circumstances may include the wider
environmental benefits associated with increased production of energy from renewable sources.
SECTION 10. MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF CLIMATE CHANGE, FLOODING
AND COASTAL CHANGE
98. When determining planning applications, local planning authorities should:
●● not require applicants for energy development to demonstrate the overall need for renewable or
low carbon energy and also recognise that even small-scale projects provide a valuable contribution to
cutting greenhouse gas emissions; and
●● approve the application18 if its impacts are (or can be made) acceptable. Once suitable areas for
renewable and low carbon energy have been identified in plans, local planning authorities should also
expect subsequent applications for commercial scale projects outside these areas to demonstrate that
the proposed location meets the criteria used in identifying suitable areas.
SECTION 11. CONSERVING AND ENHANCING THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
118. When determining planning applications, local planning authorities should aim to conserve and
enhance biodiversity by applying the following principles: ( including)
• opportunities to incorporate biodiversity in and around developments should be encouraged;
122. In doing so, local planning authorities should focus on whether the development itself is an
acceptable use of the land, and the impact of the use, rather than the control of processes or emissions
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themselves where these are subject to approval under pollution control regimes. Local planning
authorities should assume that these regimes will operate effectively. Equally, where a planning decision
has been made on a particular development, the planning issues should not be revisited through the
permitting regimes operated by pollution control authorities.
124. Planning policies should sustain compliance with and contribute towards EU limit values or
national objectives for pollutants, taking into account the presence of Air Quality Management Areas
and the cumulative impacts on air quality from individual sites in local areas. Planning decisions should
ensure that any new development in Air Quality Management Areas is consistent with the local air
quality action plan.
125. By encouraging good design, planning policies and decisions should limit the impact of light
pollution from artificial light on local amenity, intrinsically dark landscapes and nature conservation.
SECTION 12 - CONSERVING AND ENHANCING THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT
128. In determining applications, local planning authorities should require an applicant to describe the
significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution made by their setting. The level
of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to understand
the potential impact of the proposal on their significance.
NEW FOREST DISTRICT COUNCIL CORE STRATEGY ( 2009)
Policy CS2 Design quality
New development will be required to be well designed to respect the character, identity, and context of
the area’s towns, villages and countryside. All new development will be required to contribute positively
to local distinctiveness and sense of place, being appropriate and sympathetic to its setting in terms of
scale, height, density, layout, appearance, materials, and its relationship to adjoining buildings and
landscape features, and shall not cause unacceptable effects by reason of visual intrusion, overlooking,
shading, noise, light pollution or other adverse impact on local character and amenities. New
development will be required to:
(a) provide public and private spaces that are well-designed, safe, attractive, and complement the
built form;
(b) be accessible to those with disabilities, and designed to minimise opportunities for anti-social
and criminal behaviour;
New Forest District (outside the National Park)
(c) incorporate well integrated car parking, and pedestrian routes and, where appropriate, cycle
routes and facilities; and
(d) provide appropriate green spaces and landscaping (see Policy CS7 below).
New buildings should be flexible to respond to future social, technological and economic needs. All
new buildings should be designed to meet sustainable building standards and utilise Sustainable Urban
Drainage systems (SUDS) wherever practical. New homes should be built to a standard capable of
adaptation to enable people to remain in their homes in old age. All new homes constructed after 1st
January 2013 (2011 for affordable housing) should be built to Lifetime Homes Standard.
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